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Date

Recipient name and address

SUBJECT: No Further Action
Property name and address, WI

Dear RP/recipient name:

On [Date document received], the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources received [Document/report name] with the applicable fee. [Click here and insert "The Region Closure Committee" or "WDNR Staff Person Name"] has reviewed the document and concurs that the environment has been restored to the extent practicable as provided in ch. NR 708.09, Wis. Adm. Code. The immediate action in response to a discharge has been completed and the Department of Natural Resources is requiring no further action at this time. Insert a brief, 1-2 sentence description of the source and type of contamination, media affected, actions taken and basis for the NFA determination.

Optional: Use the following paragraph if contaminated soil less than RCLs remains that will need to be properly handled.

Low-level contamination remains in the soil describe the location of the remaining soil contamination. The concentrations of type of contaminants detected in the soil do not require further action at this time, but this soil may require management as a solid waste if it is excavated in the future. The property owner or right-of-way holder at the time of excavation must determine whether the material is considered solid or hazardous waste and ensure that any storage, treatment or disposal is in compliance with applicable standards and rules. Contaminated soil may be managed in accordance with ch. NR 718, Wis. Adm. Code, with prior DNR approval.

We appreciate your efforts to protect and restore the environment at this site. If you have any questions regarding this No Further Action determination, please contact the Project Manager, name of Project Manager in [City of WDNR staff office location] at [Staff phone number] or Project Manager email address.

Sincerely,

Team Supervisor Name
Region Team Supervisor
Remediation & Redevelopment Program

Enclosure

cc. Consultant name/address and or other cc's.